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These e-Updates are a regular weekly item from K-State Extension Agronomy and Steve

Watson, Agronomy e-Update Editor. All of the Research and Extension faculty in Agronomy

will be involved as sources from time to time. If you have any questions or suggestions for

topics you'd like to have us address in this weekly update, contact Steve Watson,

785-532-7105 swatson@ksu.edu, Jim Shroyer, Crop Production Specialist 785-532-0397

jshroyer@ksu.edu, or Curtis Thompson, Extension Agronomy State Leader and Weed

Management Specialist 785-532-3444 cthompso@ksu.edu.
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1. Special Edition: Freeze injury on wheat

The hard freeze, with temperatures into the low- to mid-20’s in some areas of Kansas overnight on

April 3-4, could cause some damage to wheat in the jointing stage or beyond. The stage of wheat

growth at the time of this freeze generally ranged from early flag leaf in parts of south central and

southeast Kansas to greenup in northwest Kansas.
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Source: Mary Knapp, Weather Data Library

Preliminary field reports

In Winfield temperatures dropped from 1am to 7 am on April 4, and ranged from 32 to 26 degrees.

The wheat was in the first node to collared flag leaf stage so the growing point was well above the

ground. As of April 7, some heads are starting to show signs of damage.

From field observations with Jill Zimmerman, Cowley County agent, most wheat fields now show

some degree of damage.  It appears that the wheat after row crops or no-till wheat might be

experiencing the most damage. Although wheat in tilled ground or wheat-after-wheat does show

some damage as well.  When walking fields, there are areas that have light damage to the tips of the

leaves. The heads in these plants still look healthy and will not likely have much if any yield loss.
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Figure 1. Erratic pattern of freeze damage in Cowley County. Photo by Doug Shoup, K-State

Research and Extension.

However, it is becoming obvious after observations on April 7 that there are also areas of some fields

that experienced severe damage.  When looking at wheat in the most impacted areas, we are already

starting to observe some head damage in the most developed 3 to 4 tillers per plant.  At this stage,

we are still a few days out from truly knowing the extent of head damage.  With the warmer

temperatures and rain (hopefully) the symptoms should quickly become more apparent.
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Figure 2. An example of freeze damaged heads in 2009. Photo by Doug Shoup, K-State Research and

Extension.

 

In north central Kansas, some wheat fields had significant burn to the foliage. With temperatures in

the 60's to 80's I would expect symptoms of any potential damage to developing heads to be visible

later this week. There was a hard freeze about this same time of year in 2007, and it took a while for

symptoms to fully become apparent. That year, the damage was uneven in many fields – and was

compounded by leaf diseases coming in later – but the end result was that there was uneven growth

and development of the wheat throughout the remainder of the year. This can cause harvesting

problems.

 

 

Important factors determining freeze damage

There are a number of key factors in determining freeze damage: the stage of development of the

wheat, the density of the stand and condition of the plants, the amount of residue on the soil surface,

the extent and duration of low temperatures, temperature gradients within the field, soil moisture,

and the wind speed.
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Stage of development. 

-- Greenup. Wheat that hasn’t started to joint yet might suffer damage to the existing foliage, but the

growing points will be protected by the soil and should escape injury. This wheat will have cosmetic

damage to the leaves that will show up almost immediately.

                -- Jointing wheat can usually tolerate temperatures in the mid to upper 20’s with no

significant injury. But, if temperatures fall into the low 20’s or even lower for several hours, the lower

stems, leaves, or developing head can sustain injury.

Density of the stand and condition of the plants. If the stand is thick, that will tend to reduce the

extent of freeze damage as the warmth of the soil will radiate up into the canopy. On the other hand,

well-fertilized succulent wheat has often sustained more freeze injury than wheat that is not as well

fertilized. Thin stands, which are common this year, are at higher risk of injury because the air can

penetrate the stand more easily. If the plants were wet before the freeze, this can result in a coat of

ice on the plants that may protect the growing point to some extent. If temperatures get too low,

however, the cold will go through the ice.

Residue. Many times we see more freeze damage in no-till fields because the residue acts as a

blanket and doesn’t allow the heat from the soil to radiate up into the plant canopy.

Extent and duration of low temperatures. Significant injury becomes much more likely if the

temperatures in the damaging range last for two hours or longer.

Soil moisture. There is often less freeze injury at a given temperature when soils are wet than when

dry. Wetter soils tend to radiate a little more warmth than dry soils.

Wind speed. Windy conditions during the nighttime hours when temperatures reach their lows will

reduce the amount of warmth radiating from the soil and increase the chance of injury.

Temperature gradients within the field. Low spots in the field are almost always the first to have

freeze injury. The coldest air tends to settle in the low areas, especially under calm wind conditions.

Injury symptoms

There are many possible scenarios after a freeze, and things do not always go according to “the

book.” So just keep watching your fields closely over the next 7 to 10 days for the following:

The color of newly emerging leaves. If they are nice and green, that probably indicates the

tiller is alive. If newly emerging leaves are yellow, that probably indicates the tiller is dead. The

color of existing leaves is not terribly important, except for the flag leaf. Existing leaves will

almost always turn bluish-black after a hard freeze, and give off a silage odor. Those leaves are

burned back and dead, but that in itself is not a problem as long as newly emerging leaves

are green.

The color of the developing head or growing point in wheat that has jointed. As long as

heads are light green and turgid, the head in that tiller is fine. If the head is whitish and

flaccid, it has died.

Ice in the stems. If there was ice in the stems below the first node the morning of the freeze,

those tillers may be damaged (although not always) and may not produce grain. You may see
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split stems from ice accumulation.

The integrity of the stem. If the wheat lodged immediately after the freeze, that indicates

stem damage. Later tillers may eventually cover the damaged tillers. Even if there is no

immediate lodging, look for lesions or crimps anywhere on the stems. If you see that, it

usually means the wheat will lodge at some point during the season. If the stems look

undamaged, that’s a good sign.

The best thing producers can do for the first few days is simply walk the fields to observe lodging,

crimped stems, and damaged leaves. Be patient. Do not take any immediate actions as a result of the

freeze, such as destroying the field for recropping. It will take several days of warm weather to

accurately evaluate the extent of damage. After several days, producers should split open some

stems and check the developing head.

Where stems and/or growing points were killed by the freeze, start looking for new tiller growth

coming from the crown area. In fact, look for new tiller growth even if you think the stems look okay.

Sometimes tillers can be killed but will not show any symptoms for quite a while. In those cases, the

first sign that the tillers are dead is the sudden growth of new tillers at the base of the plant.

If secondary tillers may begin growing normally and fill out the stand, the wheat may look ragged

because the main tillers are absent. Watch out for bird cherry oat aphids and other potential insect or

disease problems on these late-developing tillers. Enough tillers may survive to produce good yields

(if spring growing conditions are good).  If both the main and secondary tillers are injured, the field

may eventually have large areas that have a yellowish cast and reduced yield potential.
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Figure 3. Leaf burn from freeze damage. By itself, this is cosmetic damage only. Photo by Doug

Shoup, K-State Research and Extension.
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Figure 4. Closeup of a developing head still within the stem killed by freezing temperatures. The

dead head is whitish and flaccid. If it were healthy, it would be light green and turgid. Photo by Jim

Shroyer, K-State Research and Extension.
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Figure 5. The heads on this wheat (taken after the hard freeze about this same time of year in 2007)

are still green and alive. Photo by Stu Duncan, K-State Research and Extension.
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Figure 6. A stem that was split open by having ice form within the stem. This stem has died and a

new tiller has begun to grow at the base. Photo by Jim Shroyer, K-State Research and Extension.
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Figure 7. Some of the tillers on this plant had freeze damage to the lower stems. These stems are

dying, but the symptoms may not be immediately evident. The growth of new tillers from the base of
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the plant is a sure sign that the main tillers are dead or dying. Note the brown lesion on the stem with

the two new tillers. Photo by Jim Shroyer, K-State Research and Extension.

 

Figure 8. Tertiary tillers on freeze-damaged wheat in 2007. Photo by Stu Duncan, K-State Research

and Extension.

 

 

Summary

If you would like to check your wheat for damage, cut the tillers at the soil level and with a knife (box

cutters work well) split the stem in half carefully and look for the growing head.  It could be very

small (maybe 1 or 2 millimeters), and look for turgid heads with good creamy/light green color.  If the

head is paper white or the spikelets on the side of the wheat head are not well defined, then there

could be some freeze damage.  Of course if the head is starting to turn brown then it is obviously

damaged.

It might be wise to start calling your insurance agents to determine what your options are.  In

general, as of April 7 we haven’t noticed too many fields that we would abandon so don't be too

quick to pull the trigger.
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More information on freeze damage to wheat is available in Spring Freeze Injury to Kansas Wheat, K-

State Research and Extension publication C646, available at county and district Extension offices and

on the Web at: http://www.ksre.ksu.edu/bookstore/pubs/C646.pdf

 

Jim Shroyer, Crop Production Specialist Emeritus

jshroyer@ksu.edu

Doug Shoup, Southeast Area Crops and Soils Specialist

dshoup@ksu.edu

Stu Duncan, Northeast Area Crops and Soils Specialist

sduncan@ksu.edu

Mary Knapp, Weather Data Library

mknapp@ksu.edu
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